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The effect of snag retention on clearcuts on breeding

bird populations was evaluated in the Douglas-fir (Pseudo-

tsuga menziesii) dominated forest in central coastal

Oregon. Diurnal bird species on 14 clearcut sites (< 4

years old) were censused during two breeding seasons.

On clearcuts containing high numbers of snags, cavity-

nesting birds accounted for approximately 30% of total bird

species richness and density. Six cavity-nesting species

were commonly observed and can be expected to breed

successfully on clearcuts if enough snags of the proper

characteristics are provided. Non-cavity nesting bird

species populations were unaffected by the presence of

snags but they frequently used snags for perching and

singing.

Cavity-nesting bird species richness and density were

positively correlated with increasing snag density. These

correlations were even stronger when only large (> 10 ha)



clearcuts, or only snags containing potential nest sites,

were evaluated.

Certain characteristics of snags increased their

likelihood of being used as nest sites by cavity-nesting

birds. Hard snags were preferred by virtually all species

over soft snags. Cavity-nesting birds selected snags

taller than 6.3 in. Snags with diameters between 78-102 cm

received greater use and the presence of existing cavities

increased the likelihood of subsequent use. Large numbers

of unsuitable snags (< 3.4 in tall, < 28 cm diameter)

provided few nest sites and will not meet the needs of

cavity-nesting birds. Nest sites of all species of cavity-

nesting birds displayed wide ranges in snag heights and

diameters suggesting the need to provide an array of snag

types on clearcuts.
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Diurnal Bird Use of Snags on Clearcuts

in Central Coastal Oregon

INTRODUCTION

Snags (partially live or dead standing trees) meet a

variety of wildlife requirements. Predominant among these

is use as nest sites by cavity-nesting birds. There are

twenty-four species of cavity nesting birds breeding in the

Oregon Coast Ranges (Phillips 1981).

As late as 1974, guidelines for management of

unmerchantab].e forest products, including snags, rarely

mentioned the role of snags as wildlife habitat

(Cramer et al. 1974). Since then, numerous studies have

described individual bird species' needs for snags and

alluded to the potential impact of low snag availability on

the cavity-nesting bird community. Researchers have

suggested strategies and evolved snag management

techniques to maintain populations of cavity-nesting birds

on forest lands (Bull et al. 1980, Conner 1978, Jackman

1974, McCle].land and Frissell 1975, McClelland et al.

1979, Miller and Miller 1980, Nietro et al. 1985, Scott

et al. 1980, Thomas et al. 1979). A major aspect of snag

management strategies is the retention of existing snags

and creation of new snags on clearcuts.
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The feeding habits of cavity-nesting birds can

restrict their occurrence to specific seral stages.

Cavity-nesting species requiring snags in open habitat for

the most part do not utilize snags in nearby mature

forests, because they obtain their food(s) by foraging in

open rather than forested habitats (Miller and Miller

1980). Thus it is necessary to manage for snags in all

successional stages to optimize diversity and density of

cavity-nesting birds (Jackman 1974, Meslow 1978, Thomas et

al. 1979).

In western Oregon, 70 years are required to produce

the larger snags to provide for the full spectrum of

cavity-nesting birds (Cline 1977). Therefore, retaining

existing snags (for inunediate use) and providing green

trees (for future use) on clearcuts will provide cavity-

nesting bird habitat for the earliest seral stage (grass-

forb habitat) and subsequent successional stages. Some

cavity-nesting bird species endemic to the Oregon Coast

Ranges require, prefer or accept open seral stages for

nesting. These species include the kestrel (Falco

sparverius), tree swallow (Tachycineta bi-color), northern

flicker (Colaptes auratus), house wren (Troglodytes aedon),

and western bluebird (Sialia inexicana) (Hagar 1960, Mannan

1977, Harcot 1983, McClelland et al. 1979, Niemi and

Hanowski 1984, Zarnowitz and Manuwal 1984).



Timber cutting practices on the Siuslaw National

Forest and other forest lands throughout the Oregon Coast

Ranges created clearcuts with few remaining snags

(dine 1977) and low numbers of cavity-nesting birds

(Mannan et al. 1980, Morrison and Meslow 1983). Research

on clearcuts in other states demonstrated higher use by

cavity-nesting birds of areas where snags were retained

than of areas without snags (Dickson et al. 1983, Marcot

1983, Zarnowitz and Manuwal 1984).

In recent years, varying densities of snags (0.5-

25/ha) have been retained on clearcuts in the Siuslaw

National Forest with the intent of increasing population

density of cavity-nesting birds.

While the need for providing snags on clearcuts is

recognized and accepted, few guidelines are available for

selecting the numbers, characteristics and distribution of

snags most beneficial to cavity-nesting bird species. The

purpose of this study was to evaluate the response of

cavity-nesting birds to an array of snag density and

characteristics on clearcut sites in the Oregon C3ast

Ranges.

Obj ectives

1) Determine if the presence of snags on clearcuts

influences diurnal bird species richness and

density.

3
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Determine the relationship between density of

snags and density of cavity-nesting birds in

Douglas-fir clearcuts.

Determine if nest site preferences of cavity-

nesting birds relate to snag diameter, height or

decay state.



METHODS AND MATERIALS

Study area

This study was conducted in the Oregon Coast Ranges

on lands administered by the USDA Forest Service, Siuslaw

National Forest, Alsea District. Study sites were located

approximately 25km south and west of the town of Alsea

(Table 1).

As a result of wildfire in the late 1800's on the

study area, the climax plant association of western hemlock

(Tsuga heterophy].].a) and western redcedar (Thula plicata)

is rare; subclimax Douglas-fir dominates the area. Deep

soils, abundant rainfall and relatively mild winters

prothice rapidly growing trees. Diameters over 100cm are

common in 100-130 year old second-growth Douglas-fir

stands. Intensive timber cutting in the past 35 years has

led to a patchwork of young managed stands and new

clearcuts which together comprise approximately 50% of the

forest lands (Steve Smith, pers. comm.).

Fourteen clearcuts (<4 years old) were chosen for

study sites. All sites had undergone similar silvicultural

treatments Eclearcut-lcgged (all live trees cut), broadcast

burned, grass-seeded, and planted to Douglas-fir seedlings

5



Table 1. Characteristics of clearcut study sites in
central coastal Oregon, 1985.

Unit Name

6

Location;
Township/

Size Age Eleva- As- Slope Range/
(ha) (Yrs)a tion (in) pect (%) Section

Summer Creek

67 8

ayears since planting with 2 year old seedlings.

Salvage 5.0 3.5 282 NW 20-80 15S 9W
22

Sietz Buck 3 6.5 2.0 214 S 80 15S low
9 10

Sietz Buck 7 8.0 2.0 198 S 80 15S lOW
9 10

Divide Ridge 4 9.6 3.0 426 NE-NW 10-70 15S 9W
32

Divide Ridge 5 9.6 3.0 275 N 30-80 15S 9W
33

Divide Ridge 3 12.2 3.0 352 E 60 15S lOW
33

Denzer Exchange 14.2 3.0 106 SW-NW 60 15S lOW
33

Sietz Buck 1 14.2 3.0 228 SE 10-0 143 lOW
36

Sietz Buck 4 15.0 3.0 217 SE 10-70 15S lOW
9 10

Divide Ridge 2 17.7 3.0 289 S 10-75 15S low
5 89

Crab Mtn. 1 18.]. 3.0 282 S-SE 50-90 15S lOW
20 21

Divide Ridge 1 20.1 3.0 343 E 10-80 15S 9W
29

Crab Ntn. 2 25.0 3.5 393 N-NW 10-90 153 low
202128

Denzer Alder 1 29.0 2.0 117 W 0-70 15S lOW
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[two sites were also planted with red alder (Alnus

rubrafl]. Groundcover plant species included ryegrass

(Loljum spp.), sword fern (Polystichuin munitum), bracken

fern (Pterjdjum aquilinum), groundsel (Senecio spp.) and

foxglove (Digitalis purpurea). Brush species included

chinquapin (Castanopsis chrysophylla), trailing blackberry

(Rubus ursinus), salmonberry (R. spectabilis), thimbleberry

(. parviflorus), vine maple (Acer circinatum) and bigleaf

maple (A. macrophyl].um). Common and scientific names of

plant species are according to Hitchcock and Cronquist

(1973). This shrub layer was generally less than lm tall

except in pockets of incomplete slash burn, Snags were

usually the only structural component in the clearcuts

taller than 2m.

Study Site Description

Site Layout. In 1985, a 3.6 ha2 square study plot

was located on each of 12 clearcuts. Plots encompassed a

predetermined density of snags: minimum (-0.4/ha), low

(-5.0/ha), medium (-10.0/ha), or high (-20.0/ha) (Table 2).

Plots were established at a minimum of 30m from clearcut

boundaries and avoided major topographic features (ridges,

draws).

In 1986, 11 of the 12 original clearcuts and 2

additional clearcuts were censused in their entirety

(including study plot) for cavity-nesting birds. One large



Table 2. Description of snags, vegetation and adjoining seral stages of
clearcut study sites in central coastal Oregon, 1986.

Unit Name
Snags/ha

entire clearcut

13

Snags/ha
study plot

_a

Ground Cover Vegetation Surrounding Seral Stage
(percent) (percent boundary)

Grass/ Bare
Forb Shrub Ground

Clear-
g

Planta-
tion Mature

Summer Creek
Salvage 40 50 10 - 50 50

Sjetz Buck 3 10 6 70 5 25 20 55 25

Sietz Buck 7 23 19 70 5 25 30 70

Divide Ridge 4 17 a 55 40 5 30 70

Divide Ridge 5 10 12 80 15 5 40 - 60

Divide Ridge 3 4 1 80 15 5 - - 100

Denzer Ex-
change 18 23 85 10 5 40 40 20

Sietz Buck 1 12 10 60 30 10 - 30 70

Sietz Buck 4 2 1 50 45 5 50 50

Divide Ridge 2 10 12 50 30 20 30 10 60

Crab Mnt. 1 17 28 65 15 20 30 50 20

Divide Ridge 1 5 7 60 30 10 50 50

Crab Mtn. 2 8 7 60 30 10 30 30 40

Denzer Alder . 1 65 5 30 15 65 20

allot measured - one clearcut from 1985 replaced by 2 clearcuts in 1986,
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clearcut (3Oha) from the 1985 group of sites, with few

snags, was replaced with 2 smaller clearcuts with medium to

high snag density to clarify the effect of clearcut size

(provide better evaluation with larger sample of smaller

clearcuts) and to enable location of a greater number of

snags used by cavity-nesting birds as nest sites.

Vegetation. Four 314m2 (lOm radius) circular plots,

located lOOm apart, were visually evaluated for percent

ground cover in grass/herbs, shrubs or bare ground

(dirt/duff) on each study site . Plots were at least 30m

from clearcut edges (Table 2).

Surrounding Habitat. The percent of study clearcut

border abutting other clearcuts (<8 years), plantation or

mature forest was recorded (Table 2).

Bird Census-].985

An adaptation of the sample count method (Anderson,

1972,) was used to estimate bird densities for each study

plot. Four stations, approximately lOOm apart, were

established in each plot and both cavity and noncavity-

nesting bird activity in the surrounding 0.9 ha2 square

sub-plot was recorded. Ten minutes were spent at each sub-

plot station, providing a uniform 40 minute census per

plot. Censuses began at sunrise and were completed within

3 hours. Two and occasionally 3 plots were censused daily.

All plots were visited 6 times from May 1 through the end
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of July. Censuses were not conducted on days with heavy

rain. The maximum number of male birds seen or heard for

each of 3 or more censuses was considered as representing

the number of breeding pairs. Birds seen fewer than 3

times or using a nest site located outside plot boundaries

were recorded as "using" the plot. Identification of snags

used for nest sites by cavity-nesting birds was conducted

after daily censuses were completed.

Bird Census-1985

In 1985 it became apparent that a sufficiently high

level of nesting activity by cavity-nesting birds was

occurring on study plots to allow expansion of the census

area and to concentrate studies on the nesting activity of

cavity-nesting birds. Open-nesting birds were not censused

in 1986 because they apparently were not affected by the

presence of snags.

An adaptation of the spot map census technique

(Arbib 1970) was used. The entire clearcut was surveyed

from fixed points. The number of points (2-7) varied with

clearcut size, topography and number of snags requiring

observation. One half hour was spent at each census point

and snags surrounding each point were observed for cavity-

nesting bird activity. Although the amount of time spent

on clearcuts varied, each snag received approximately the

same amount of time under observation. Only birds
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displaying nesting activity (incubation or feeding of

young) were considered nesting. Each clearcut was censused

5 times from May 1-July 10 at 2 week intervals. Censuses

were not conducted during periods of heavy rain.

Although this technique allowed identification of a

large number of nest sites of diurnal cavity-nesting birds,

it should be viewed as the minimum number due to observer

failing to detect all nest sites. Early nesting (downy

woodpecker) or "nest shy" birds (American kestrel) were

likely underepresented by this enumeration. These species

require a longer census period (begun earlier, ended later

in season) and longer census time (more than 0.5 hour) on

plots for detection of all nest sites.

Snag Description

During the 1986 field season all 1942 snags within

clearcut boundaries were measured and their location noted.

Snag diameter was measured with a diameter tape at breast

height. Snag heights were measured with an Abney level as

were heights of nests. Snag condition ("New" "Hard" or

"Soft") was recorded. "New" snags had intact tops, fine

branches and no decay. "Hard" snags generally retained

bark cover, had firm heartwood, had no fine branches, and

decay processes were usually concentrated at the top of the

snag or other centralized location. " Soft" snags had

softened heartwood, no bark cover and decay was evident
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throughout the snag. The presence or absence of potential

nest sites (woodpecker holes or natural cavities) in snags

was noted.

Analysis

The 95% confidence level was used to evaluate

significance of differences for all comparisons.

The responses to snag density level for open and

cavity-nesting bird populations was evaluated by comparing

mean richness and density among 4 snag level groups by the

Least Significant Difference Test (Peterson 1985).

Relationships between cavity-nesting bird density and

richness and 1) total number of snags, and 2) number of

snags with potential nest sites were evaluated using

correlation and regression analysis (Huntsburger and

Billings].ey 1973). Because clearcut size appeared to affect

cavity-nesting bird numbers, additional correlations were

conducted only with the 10 clearcuts larger than lOha.

Nest site preferences of cavity-nesting birds for

snags of particular diameter, height, or condition classes,

were tested by chi-square analysis (Huntsburger and

Billingsley 1973).

Diameter, height and condition were compared between

snags used for nesting, and snags not used for nesting.

Diameter, height and condition of snags used as multiple
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nest sites were also compared with all snags using chi-

square analysis.

Mean diameters, heights and "condition" of snags

used as nest sites by individual bird species were tested

by the t-test (Huntsburger and Billingsley 1973) among

species to determine if species-specific differences

existed.

Diameter, height and "condition" of snags used for 2

consecutive years as nest sites and snags used

simultaneously by 2 species were described.



RESULTS

Bird Response To Presence Of Snags

Cavity-nesting birds - 1985. Eighty-five pairs of

cavity-nesting birds representing 9 species were recorded

repeatedly (2) on the 12 study plots. Fifty-five of these

pairs, representing 6 species, were observed on three or

more censuses and recorded as nesting within plot

boundaries. Single observations of 5 additional cavity-

nesting bird species were recorded within plots. No nest

sites of cavity-nesting birds were located on the 3 plots

with minimum snags. Only 2 cavity-nesting birds (2 species)

used these areas but they nested of f the plots.

Six species (northern flicker, hairy woodpecker

(Picoideg villosus), house wren, western bluebird, tree

swallow, and violet-green swallow (Tachycineta thalassina))

were common, nesting on or near 56-100% of the plots with

snags. The American kestrel, starling (Sturnus vulgaris)

and barn swallow (Hirundo rustica) used a few plots but

nested off the plots. The pileated woodpecker (Dryocopus

pileatus) chestnut-backed chickadee (Parus rufescens),
pygmy owl (Glaucidiumu cinoina), downy woodpecker (Picoides

ubescens) and purple martin (Progne subis) were recorded

on]y once each on plots. The house wren (45%) and the

14
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violet-green swallow (25%) accounted for 70% of cavity-

nesting birds. In the 3 plots with highest snag densities,

cavity-nesting birds accounted for 30% of species richness

and 32% of total bird density.

Non-cavity nesting birds - 1985. A total of 251

pairs of non-cavity nesting birds, representing 20 species

was recorded repeatedly (2) on study plots. Two-hundred

fourteen of these pairs (17 species) were observed 3 or

more times and recorded as nesting within plot boundaries.

An additional 10 species were observed only once.

Non-cavity nesting bird species nesting on all 12

plots included: white-crowned sparrow (Zonotrichia

leucophrys), song sparrow (Melespiza me:Lodia), dark-eyed

junco (Junco hyemalis oreganus), robin (Turdus

luigratorius), and rufous hummingbird (Selaphorus rufus).

Five additional species [Swainsons thrush (Catharus

ustulatus), American goldfinch (Carduelis tristis), orange-

crowned warbler (Veriuivora celata), McGillivray's warbler

(Oporornis tolmi.ej) and Wilson's warbler (Wilsonia

pusilla)] were also common nesters, present on 50% or more

of the study plots. Snags were used frequently for

perching and singing but not for nesting by many non-cavity

nesting species.

Infrequently observed non-cavity nesting birds

included: winter wren (Troglodytes troglodytes), purple

finch (Carpodacus purpureus), Bewick' s wren (Thryomanes
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bewickii), willow flycatcher (Eiupidonax traillii), olive-
sided flycatcher (Contopus borealis), rufous-sided towhee
(Piplio erythrophthalmus), mountain quail (Oreortyx

pictus), coimnon nighthawk (Chordeiles minor), black-headed
grosbeak (Pheucticus melanocephalus) and yellow-ruinped

warbler (Dendroica coronata).

Cavity-Nesting Birds - 1986. Nests representing 9
species (188 pairs) of cavity-nesting birds, were located
within the boundaries on the 13 clearcuts surveyed (Table
3). Between 3 and 36 pairs of birds, representing 2-7
different species, were identified as nesting on individual
clearcuts. House wren nests were found on all clearcuts
and accounted for 51% of all cavity-nesting bird nests.
Violet-green swallows accounted for 18% of the nests and
were observed on 77% of the clearcuts. The flicker and
bluebird occurred on 85% and 77% of the clearcuts
respectively, accounting for 11% of all nest sites. The

hairy woodpecker and tree swallow occurred on 39% and 46%

of the studied clearcuts, also accounting for a combined
11% of the nests. The starling, American kestrel and
yellow-bellied sapsucker were uncommon nesters, but the
starling did reach high numbers (8 pairs) on one unit.
Forty-eight cavity-nesting birds, including an additional 7
species, were observed on clearcuts but their nests were

not found.



Table 3. Nesting by cavity-nesting birds on 13 clearcuts in central coastal Oregon,
1986.

Bird Species

Hairy Yellow- Violet-
Wood- Bellied House Blue- green Tree American Total

Clearcut Name pecker Flicker Sapsucker Wren bird Swallow Swallow Starling Kestrel birds Species

Summer Creek +a 1b
3 + + 4 2

Sietz Back 3 + 1 3 1 + 5 3

Sietz Back 7 1 1 3 1 2 8 5

Divide Ridge 4 1 1 + 6 2 2 2 14 6

Divide Ridge 5 + + 4 1 1 6 3

Divide Ridge 3 1 4 1 1 7 4

Denzer Exchange + 2 + 15 + 7 3 8 1 36 6

Sietz Back 1 1 1 + 7 1 3 2 1 + 16 7

Sietz Back 4 + 1 2 + 3 2

Divide Ridge 2 1 1 15 2 5 2 + 26 6

Crab Mountain 1 1 1 + 18 3 8 4 + 35 6

Divide Ridge 1 + 1 8 1 2 2 14 5

Crab Mountain 2 + 1 + 8 1 2 2 + 14 5

Total 5 12 1 96 14 33 15 11 1 188

% clearcuts 39 85 8 100 77 77 46 23 7

a+ observed on site but no nest found. Other cavity nesting bird species observed but no nest sites
found were: pygmy owl, chestnut-backed chickadee, brown creeper, downy woodpecker, pileated wood-
pecker, barn swallow, vaux's swift.

b number of nests observed per species
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Avian Response to Snag Density - 1985

The four levels of snags (3 plots each) had group

means of 0.8, 6.4, 11.1, and 23.3 snags/ha for minimum,

low, medium, and high groups respectively. These means

were all significantly different (<0.05) from each other.

Cavity-nesting bird species richness group means (3

plots each) for the 4 snag levels were 0, 2.3, 3.3 and 4.0,

representing minimum, low, medium, and high snag level

groups (Fig. 1). The Least Significant Difference Test

revealed significant differences in cavity-nesting bird

species richness comparing the two highest snag groups with

the minimum group.

Cavity-nesting bird density group means for the 4

snag levels increased with snag density (0.0, 3.0, 6.3,

9.0).

Only bird densities between sites with low snag density and

sites with high snag density were significantly different.

Non-cavity nesting bird species richness group means

for the 4 snag levels ranged from 9.0-10.7. Non-cavity

nesting bird density group means for the 4 snag levels

ranged from 16.0-20.0 (Fig. 2). There were no significant

differences of mean species richness or density among sites

with different snag densities.

Avian Response to Snag Density - 1986

Regression analysis correlating pairs of cavity-

nesting birds/ha with snags/ha for all 13 clearcuts
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demonstrated a significant relationship (r2=O.37 <0.O5)

When only the 10 clearcuts larger than lOha were

considered, the correlation was much stronger and highly

significant (r2=0.74, <0.0l) (Fig.3).

Number of species of cavity-nesting birds/ha was

significantly correlated with snags/ha (r2=O.56, <0.0l)

(Fig. 4). Clearcut size made no apparent difference as th

relationship was stronger when all clearcuts were included

(r2=0.32, <0.08).

Ninety-one percent of cavity-nesting birds identified

as nesting in this study were secondary cavity-nesters

(unable to create their own cavities). Abandoned

woodpecker holes accounted for the majority of nest sites

(91%); natural cavities were occasionally used (9%).

Number of snags with potential nest sites was significantly

correlated with the number of secondary cavity-nesting

birds (r2=o.46, <0.o1) (Fig. 5). A truncated correlation

using only clearcuts larger than lOha displayed a much

stronger and more significant relationship (r2=0.80,

<0.0l) (Fig. 5). These correlations were stronger than

those between total number of snags (with and without

cavities) and all cavity-nesting birds (cavity excavators

and secondary cavity-nesting birds).

Distribution of snags was not regular. All clearcut

sites exhibited blocks of varying size (10-75% of clearcut)

wherein there were few or no snags. The effect of patchy
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Figure 3. Correlation between cavity-nesting bird density
and snag density on 13 clearcuts in central
coastal Oregon, 1986.
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Figure 4. Correlation between cavity-nesting bird species/
hectare and snag density on clearcuts in coastal
Oregon, 1986.
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snag distribution on clearcuts can be observed on 2

clearcuts (Fig. 6A and 6B). For both c1earc.its, areas with

few snags were not used by cavity-nesting birds regardless

of the number of snags or response of birds in the

remainder of the clearcut. The scattering of snags along

the outer edge of one of the clearcuts (Fig. 6B) was

associated with a large number of cavity-nesting bird

species (4), however, the interior of the clearcut (the

portion with few snags) was still devoid of nest sites.

Snag Characteristics

Diameter. Snag diameters approximated a Poisson

distribution (Fig. 7) with 87% of snags between 28 and 127

cm dbh. Snags used for nesting mirrored availability

except for lower than expected use of snags less than 28cm

(X2=1o35, P<O.o1) and slightly higher use of snags in the

78-102cm diameter range (X2=3.99, <O.O5).

Hejqht. Distribution of snag heights was skewed to

the shorter classes as 71% were less than 6.4m tall.

Cavity-nesting birds displayed a clear preference for

nesting in snags taller than 6.4m (X2=l24.4, <O.O1) (Fig.

8). Snags in height classes above 6.4m exhibited highly

significant increased use by cavity-nesting birds while

snags in height classes l.8-3.3m, 3.4-6..3m, were used

significantly less than expected (X2= 56.8, <O.0l, X26.98

<0.01). When only snags taller than 6.3m (6.4-15+m) were
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Figure 6. Snag distribution on two clearcuts in central
coastal Oregon, 1986.
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analyzed, no significant differences were observed

(X2=2.97, P>0.05) between the expected and actual number of

nest sites.

Condition. Cavity-nesting birds, except the violet-

green swallow, exhibited significant selection for snags

based on condition (X2=3l55, <0.0l) (Fig. 9). Hard snags

comprised 28% of all snags but 47% of the snags used for

nesting by cavity-nesting birds. Soft snags constituted

70% of total snags but 53% of the snags used for nesting.

The remaining 2% were new snags and none contained nests.

The flicker, bluebird, starling and house wren used

snags in an approximate 50-50 hard/soft condition ratio.

The strongest preferences for hard snags were exhibited by

the hairy woodpecker (80%) and tree swallow (71%). The

weakest preference for hard snags was displayed by the

violet-green swallow (26%) (Fig. 10).

Bark Cover. Cavity-nesting birds preferred bark

covered snags (X2=53 .2, <0. 01). Snags retaining bark

cover represented 24% of total snags and 44% of snags used

for nesting (Fig. 11).

Multiple Nest Snags - 1986

In 1986, 10 snags with multiple cavities were used

simultaneously as nest sites by 2 different species. These

10 snags, representing 0.5% of total snags, accounted for
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Figure 9. Snag condition and use by all cavity-nesting
bird species on 13 ctearcuts in central coastal
Oregon, 1986.
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21 nest sites, or 11.2% of the total nest sites (X2=402,

<0.0l).

Snags between 78-102cm diameter accounted for 70% of

multiple nest snags, whereas 26% of all snags were in this

category. Seventy percent of multiple-nest snags were

taller than 9.3m compared with 12% of all snags, and 70%

werehard compared with 28% of all snags. (Table 4).

Many combinations of bird species were observed

nesting simultaneously in the same snag with the house wren

the most frequently observed "pair member" (Table 5).

Nesting in Subsequent Years - 1985-1986

Fifty snags utilized as nest sites in 1985 were

resurveyed in 1986. Cavity-nesting birds nested in 33 of

the 50 in 1986. This 66% reuse of previously identified

nest sites contrasts with a 9.0% expected use of any snag

(X2=36.4, <0.0l).

Twenty-one of the 33 snags were reused by the same

species (Table 6). The house wren was the dominant

renester in snags nested in previously. All 4 nest

cavities of the hairy woodpecker and 3 of 5 flicker

cavities located in 1985 were used by different species the

following year. In addition, 2 nests of the hairy



Table 4. Distribution of snags, by height and diameter
classes, used simultaneously by 2 species of
cavity-nesting birds on clearcuts in central
coastal Oregon, 1985.

Diameter (cm)

Height (m)

34

1.8- 3.4- 6.4- 9.4- 12.4- 15.4+
3.3 6.3 9.3 12.3 15.3

0 1 2 2 2 3

15-27 28-52 53-77 78-102 103-127 128+

0 2 1 7 0 0
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Table 5. Cavity-nesting birds simultaneously nesting in
individual snags on clearcuts in central coastal
Oregon, 1986.

Jointly-nesting Species Frequencya

House Wren/Violet-green swallow 2

House Wren/Flicker 1

House Wren/Starling 2

House Wren/Bluebird 1

Bluebird/Tree Swallow 2

Starling/Flicker i

House Wren/Violet-green/Hairy Woodpecker 1

10

aNuer of snags with more than one bird species nesting
simultaneously.



Table 6. Nesting (by cavity-nesting species) in 1986 of
snags used by cavity-nesting birds in 1985 on
clearcuts in central coastal Oregon.

Species Nesting 1986

Violet-green Swallow (11) - - - 6

aNuer of snags used as nest-sites in 1985.

36

Species Nesting 1985
House
Wren

Blue-
bird

Violet-
Tree green
Swallow Swallow

House Wren a(21) 11 1

Bluebird (7) 2 3

Hairy woodpecker (4) 3 1

Flicker (5) 3 -

Tree Swallow (4) 3 1
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woodpecker were used subsequently the same season in each

year by a secondary cavity-nesting bird. None of the snags

used in 1985 by the hairy woodpecker was used in 1986 by

hairy woodpeckers, but one flicker nest located in 1986 was

in the same snag (different cavity) nested in by a flicker

in 1985.

Whether snags were reused or not was independent of

snag height or diameter class. While 17 of 19 hard snags

used as nest sites in 1985 were reused in 1986, compared to

the reuse of 16 of 31 soft snags used as nest sites in

1985, this was not significant (X2=2.55, >O.O5) (Table 7).

Description of Snags Used by

Individual Cavity-Nesting Bird Species

Large ranges and standard deviations in height and

diameter of snags used for nesting by cavity-nesting birds

existed for all species (Table 8). However, a few species

did seem to prefer certain snag characteristics.

Diameter. Violet-green swallows nested in snags

with the largest mean diameter (100cm) and the largest

minimum and maximum diameters (43 and 157cm). The hairy

woodpecker and tree swallow chose snags of smallest mean

diameter (58cm and 60cm) respectively. Other cavity---

nesting species had snag mean diameters ranging between

72cm (bluebird) and 80cm (starling). There was no
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Table 7. Description of snags used in 1985 and in 1986 for
nesting by cavity-nesting birds on clearcuts in
central coastal Oregon.

Diameter (cm) Condition
15-27 28-52 53-77 78-102 103-127 128+ Hard Soft

Snags
used as
nest
sites
in 1985 1 9 12 10 14 4 19 31

Snags
reused
as nest
sites
in1986 1 7 9 7 7 2 17 16

Height (in)
1.8- 3.4- 6.4- 9.4- 12.4- 15.4+
3.3 6.3 9.3 12.3 15.3

Snags
used as
nest
sites
inl985 1 12 16 7 8 6

Snags
reused
as nest
sites
1n1986 - 10 8 5 7 3



aN = number of snags measured in 1985 and 1986.
bN = number of snags measured in 1986 only.

Table 8. Characteristics of snags selected for nesting by cavity-nesting birdson Douglas-fir clearcuts in central coastal Oregon, 1985 and 1986.

Species Na
Diameter (cm)
X ±SD range

Snag Height (in)
X ± SD range

Condition
Hard Soft Nb

Nest Height
X ± SD

(in)

range

Flicker 16 75 33.2
41-
102 8.4 5.1

3.6-
21.0 8 8 12 6.5 4.3

3.0-
14.9

Hairy
Woodpecker 9 58 29.2

38-
132 6.4 2.6

3.4-.

10.4 8 1 5 6.8 1.3
4.9
8.2

Western
Bluebird 18 71 33.2

25-
137 9.2 4.4

3.6-
18.0 9 9 14 6.6 4.3

2.4-
10.5

House
Wren 104 77 29.7

30-
127 7.5 4.0

2.1-
21.9 44 60 96 5.4 2.7

0.6-
14.3

Violet-
green
Swallow 38 100 26.3

43-
157 11.2 4.9

3.6-
23.7 10 28 33 8.8 5.2

1.8-
21.0

Tree
Swallow 18 60 26.3

33-
119 7.5 2.9

3.6-
15.5 14 4 15 5.3 1.9

2.4-
9.8

Starling 11 80 23.3
38-
112 8.4 3.0

2.4-
72.2 6 5 11 6.0 2.5

2.1-
10.7

Amer i can
Kestral 1 102 - - 11.9 - - 1 - 1 11.6

Yellow-
bellied
sapsucker 1 104 11.6 1 1 8.5
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significant difference (>0.o5) observed between mean

diameters of nest trees for any combination of bird

species.

Height. The violet-green swallow nested in snags of

the tallest mean height (ll.2m), while the hairy woodpecker

nested in snags with lowest mean height (6.4m). Other

cavity-nesting species nested in snags ranging between 7.5ni

(tree swallow and house wren) to 9.2m (bluebird) mean

height. The house wren exhibited the widest variation in

heights of snags chosen for nesting (2.l-21.9m), the hairy

woodpecker the smallest (3.4-10. 4m). There was no

significant difference (>O.o5) between mean height of nest

trees for any combination of bird species means.

Nest Height. Mean heights of nests in snags

selected for nesting varied less than height of snags

chosen for nesting. Mean nest heights of most cavity-

nesting bird species ranged between 5.3m (tree swallow) to

6.8m (hairy woodpecker). Only the violet-green swallow had

a higher mean nest height (8. 81u).



DISCUSSION

Bird Response to Presence of Snags

The common presence of cavity-nesting birds on

clearcuts with snags and the high level of associated

nesting is in striking contrast with previous evaluations

of cavity-nesting bird use of clearcuts without snags on

the Siuslaw National Forest. Mannan et al. (1980) and

Morrison and Meslow (1983) reported cavity-nesting birds to

be rare, (occasionally using the few remnant snags

available) or totally absent from clearcuts.

The majority of the cavity-nesting birds observed in

this study are those associated with early seral stages.

Only the hairy woodpecker, yellow-bellied sapsucker and

perhaps violet-green swallow (McClelland et al. 1979,

Raphael and White 1984, Scott 1978) appear to be habitat

generalists (utilize open and closed canopy stands). The

large numerical response of the house wren and bluebird is

especially important, as these two species were previously

classified as "rare to uncommon" on the Siuslaw National

Forest (all successional stages) (Phillips 1981). In this

study the house wren doininanted the cavity-nesting bird

community in occurrence and numbers. Ninety-six house wren

nests were located on clearcuts in 1986 in this study while

41
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none were recorded on clearcuts without snags in 1981

(Morrison and Meslow). Density of bluebirds never exceeded

3 pr/clearcut in this study, presumably due to territory

size, but they successfully nested in 77% (10 of 13) of the

clearcuts and were observed on 92% (12 of 13). Obviously,

the retention of snags has drastically improved the status

of these 2 species, and of cavity-nesting bird species in

general, on clearcuts.

The increase by 30% of species and densities of

birds on sites with high snag density, by addition of

cavity-nesting birds, is similar to the proportions

predicted in the literature (Harmon et al. 1985). This

proportion of the total bird community represented by

cavity-nesting birds on clearcut sites may be higher than

that of any subsequent seral stage except old-growth, and

emphasizes the need for snag management on this earliest

seral stage.

Because the pileated woodpecker, red-breasted

nuthatch (Sitta canadensis), and brown creeper (Certhia

familiaris) are birds associated with mature timber, the

observed absence of nesting by these species on clearcuts

with and without snags was expected. However, the downy

woodpecker (Picoides pubescens) which has been reported

using clearcuts with snags (Dickson et al. 1983, Marcot

1983, Hagar 1960) was not observed nesting during this

study. Downy woodpeckers are reported to nest early in the
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season (Phillips 1981) and it may be that they nested and

fledged before observations in this study began.

The Bewick's wren was not observed nesting in snags,

though it is reported to be a cavity-nesting species (Scott

et al. 1977). Bewick's wren nest sites located in this

study were in a stump and a brush-covered log, suggesting

that this bird may utilize large woody debris but not be

dependent on snags for nest sites.

The winter wren (Troglodytes troglodytes) was not

considered a cavity-nesting species in this study because

it is associated more with slash than with snags (Phillips

1981). This wren was observed with equal frequency on

plots with and without snags and did not appear to nest in

snags. In other studies, however, significant increases in

density for this bird were correlated with increases in

snag density (Hagar 1960, Marcot 1983, Zarnowitz and

Manuwal 1984).

Starlings, with one exception, were uncommon nesters

on clearcuts and apparently have not gained a foothold in

the forest. However on one unit which abutted farmland,

the starling reached high densities (8 pr). Occupation of

a large number of cavities by starlings would reduce the

number of suitable cavities available to other secondary

cavity-nesting birds and may represent a future problem.

The chestnut-backed chickadee was observed on many

clearcuts. It is known to prefer slightly older habitat



for nesting and will undoubtedly nest in these units in

future years.

The pygmy owl was observed perching on snags in

learcuts. Although no nest sites were located, the bird

definitely used snags in clearcuts as perches from which to

forage.

Previous studies have demonstrated that non-cavity

nesting birds are not significantly affected by the

presence or absence of snags. Raphael and White (1984)

reported a 6% decrease in non-cavity nesting species after

snag removal in a brush plot. Dickson et al. (1983)

reported some non-cavity nesting species increased, others

decreased but overall numbers were similar in clearcut

plots with or without snags. Although non-cavity nesting

species were frequently observed perching on and singing

from snags in this study, presence of snags was not enough

to affect bird populations, as similar numbers of non-

cavity nesting birds were observed on clearcuts with few

snags. Cavity-nesting birds did not displace non-cavity

nesting birds from clearcuts: densities of non-cavity

nesting birds were similar on sites with and without snags.

Effect of Snag Density

The clearly increasing trend of cavity-nesting bird

species richness and density associated with increasing

snag density levels did not exist for non-cavity nesting

44
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birds. Sites surrounded by similar seral stages displayed

differences in cavity-nesting bird density related to snag

density. Also, sites of dissimilar vegetation on clearcuts

containing similar snag levels exhibited similar cavity-

nesting bird density. These observations suggest that

differences in density of cavity-nesting birds among sites

were most likely a function of snag density, and not of

other on or off-site vegetative features.

Most studies indicated a positive correlation

between snag density and cavity-nesting bird density

(Balda 1975, Mannan 1980, Raphael and White 1984, Scott

1979, Zarnowjtz and Manuwal 1984). However a few studies

(Cunningham et al. 1980 Nieiui and Hanowski 1984) did not

observe this correlation. In this study, a significant

positive correlation between cavity-nesting birds and snag

density was observed when all clearcuts were considered.

When only large clearcuts (over lOha) were considered, the

correlation was much stronger. Niemi and Hanowski (1984),

who reported a lack of correlation between bird density and

snag density, suggested the small size of logged areas (5-

l5ha) influenced cavity-nesting bird use. Factors

affecting bird density on small clearcuts may include use

of surrounding habitats for nesting, edge effects or

insufficient open ground for foraging.

The high proportion of secondary cavity-nesting

birds observed in this study emphasizes the need for
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retaining snags with cavities on clearcut sites. The

number of snags characterized as having potential nest

sites (woodpecker holes or natural cavities) was

undoubtedly high because it also included incomplete

woodpecker cavities (round holes without cavity)

indiscernible from the ground and possibly unsuitable

natural cavities (crevices, cracks, indentations). Number

of snags with truly suitable cavities may have been even

more strongly correlated with bird nesting.

The presence of cavities not only enables snags to

be used by secondary cavity-nesting birds, but also

increases the likelihood of their use by primary

excavators. If a snag has a cavity it obviously has

suitable excavating characteristics and will likely be

excavated again. In the Oregon Coast Ranges, dine (1977)

reported that less than one snag in 20 had excavated

cavities, but snags with cavities averaged 2.2 cavities (1-

9) per snag. Hemstrom and Logan (1984) observed

approximately 4 cavities per snag for snags containing

cavities, snags with obvious nest sites should be given

special consideration for protection as they have an

increased likelihood of subsequent use as nest sites.

When enough snags (nest sites) are provided, cavity-

nesting bird numbers should increase until food resources

or other site factors limit populations. Territory size

(the minimum distance between nest sites of the same
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species) appeared in this study to restrict potential

population growth regardless of snag numbers. Four species,

(flicker, hairy woodpecker, yellow-bellied sapsucker, and

American kestrel) all foraged throughout the clearcuts, and

the first 3 species fed in surrounding habitats as well.

Only single pairs of these birds were usually observed per

clearcut, suggesting large territories. Two flicker nests

were observed on one clearcut but they were visually

separated by a ridge and additional early seral stage

habitat abutted the l6ha clearcut.

The two species (house wren, violet-green swallow)

that exhibited the highest densities also displayed small

territory size. Two active nests of each of these species

were located within 20m of each other. House wrens

apparently defended an area approximately O.5ha in size

surrounding the nest sites and reached maximum densities of

1 pair per O.8ha. The colonial nesting violet-green

swallow could in theory, reach even higher densities,

limited more by food than by space. Starlings also nested

in close proximity to one another (l5m) though they fed far

from the nest site. High population densities of these

birds would also be possible on sites with high snag

levels.

The tree swallow was found only in low densities. No

intraspecific territorial disputes were noted however and

factors constraining their populations were not obvious.
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The bluebird displayed evidence of requiring at

least 5ha/pair for successful nesting. On a lOha unit 2

pairs nested (one at each end of unit) On an 8ha clearcut,

a single pair nested in the center of the unit and

observation was made of second male being chased of f the

clearcut. On 16 and l8ha clearcuts 3 pairs were observed,

all in different thirds of the units. In one of these

clearcuts (l6ha) the third pair did not nest successfully.

On the smallest clearcut (5ha) a pair of bluebirds was

observed but they left apparently without nesting.

Snag distribution varied from fairly uniform

coverage to highly clumped and was another factor that

affected bird response to snag density regardless of total

snag numbers. When snags were clumped, large areas of the

clearcut had few snags and generally had few cavity-nesting

birds. In areas of low initial snag density, the loss of

snags through time will create large areas of few if any

snags in future seral stages. Areas larger than lha

without snags may result in less than optimal density of

cavity-nesting birds. Dispersing a given number of snags

over the entire clearcut should permit higher densities of

cavity-nesting birds.

Fixing a precise number of snags/ha that maximizes

bird response is difficult because of the confounding

effects of unit size, bird territoriality, snag

distribution and snag quality. When fewer than 12 snags/ha
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of varying quality were present, cavity-nesting bird

density was no higher than 0.7 birds/ha (Fig. 3) and was

obviously constrained by lack of nest sites. Even at the

highest level (25snags/ha) bird increases appeared to be

continuing with increases in snag density. Due to

territorial constraints, there is a maximum number of

cavity-nesting birds which could theoretically use an area

in one season. The territories displayed by cavity-

nesting birds during this study suggest, based on minimum

territory size, that a maximum of 3 snags/ha could be

expected to be used as nest sites by the cavity-nesting

bird community on clearcuts in a single year.

Effect of Snag Diameter

A strong preference by cavity-nesting birds for

large diameter snags (>50 cm) has been reported by many

researchers of snag use in mature habitats. (Bull et al.

1983, Mannan et al. 1980, McClelland et al. 1979).

Densities of cavity-nesting birds have been shown to be

positively correlated with densities of large diameter

snags (>52 cm) but not with densities of smaller diameters

snags in studies of mixed seral stages (Raphael and White

1984, Zarnowitz and Manuwal 1984).

In this study of snags on clearcuts a preference for

larger diameter snags was not observed, although very small

snags (<23cm) were not used as nest sites. Similar
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findings were reported by Scott (1978) who found no

preference for diameter classes over 38cm diameter and

virtually no use of snags of smaller diameter. The lack of

use of very small diameter snags is reported by most

investigators. Mannan et al. (1980) description of nest

sitesof primary cavity-nesting birds reported a minimum of

36cm dbh, which was similar to the minimum size snag used

by primary excavators identified in this study. Raphael

and White (1984) and Zarnowitz and Manuwal (1984), reported

virtually no nests in trees of less than 23cm dbh, which

was the smallest snag diameter containing a nest located in

this study. Smaller snags were reported to serve as nest

sites, (especially in hardwoods) but based on the findings

of this study and others in Douglas-fir dominated forests,

snags greater than 23cm should be considered as the minimum

required for nest sites for cavity-nesting birds. For

primary excavators snags over 36cm may be the minimum

required.

Larger diameter snags provide better thermal

regulation (Kendeigh 1961), are associated with larger

clutch size (Kaar].son and Nilsson 1977), and offer greater

protection against predators (Kilham 1971). Larger bird

species require large snags whereas smaller species can use

large and small snags (Thomas et al. 1979). Most

importantly, large diameter snags remain standing

significantly longer than smaller snags, thus providing
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nest site availability for a longer period of time (Bull

1983, dine et a].. 1980, Graham 1982, Lyon 1977, Raphael

and White 1984, Wright and Harvey 1968). For newly created

snags (green trees), which must provide nest sites for

decades to come, standing time becomes a crucial factor and

snags of as large diameter as possible should be retained

or created. dine et al. (1980) recommends retaining snags

over 50cm. While smaller diameters can provide nest sites

for cavity-nesting birds on clearcuts, these small diameter

snags may not be suitable as nest sites for cavity-nesting

birds in subsequent seral stages.

Effect of Snag Height

Previous studies have not documented the importance

of snag height observed during this investigation. Raphael

and White (1984) reported no preference for height except

reduced use of snags less than 61u tall. Mannan (1977) also

reported no correlation between snag height and cavity-

nesting bird use, but suggested a greater preference for

snags over 15m tall. Scott (1978) reported higher use of

snags taller than 24m, but no preferences among shorter

classes. Snags in this study were considerably shorter

(71% < 6.4in) than those of other studies and this may have

increased the importance or attractiveness of the few

taller snags available. The benefits of taller snags

include greater protection from ground dwelling predators
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(Kilham 1971), and a potentially larger substrate for

nesting and foraging (Raphael and White 1984). Thomas el

al. (1979) pointed out that snags become shorter with time

through decay processes, so taller snags will provide

nesting habitat for a longer period of time.

Snags less than 6.4m tall comprised 37% of the nest

sites. However, as the canopy develops, short snags may

not provide suitable nest sites for the cavity-nesting

birds of subsequent seral stages. In mature habitats snags

taller than 15m are preferred as nest sites (Mannan et al.

1980, McClelland and Frisse]. 1975). Cline (1980) reported

that snags shorter than 15m are best for safety and timber

harvest reasons. Retaining snags as tall as possible

within safety constraints is recommended.

Effect of Snag Condition

Although hard and soft snags were used as nest

sites, cavity-nesting birds exhibited a clear preference

for hard snags. As previously reported, newly dead trees

were not used for nesting (Conner et a].. 1975, Mannan et

al. 1980, Scott 1978). Apparently, the wood is too hard

for excavation and over 5 years must elapse before decay

sufficient to allow initiation of excavation is present

(Cline et al. 1980). Therefore, the retention or creation

of only green snags will not provide for short-term nesting

requirements of cavity-nesting birds.
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The presence of bark cover was associated with

increased use of snags as nest sites, and may be used as a

visual indicator of suitability of snags.

Woodpecker species vary in their ability to excavate

(Spring 1965). Researchers have reported species-specific

woodpecker preferences for snag condition (Raphael and

White 1984, Zarnowitz and Manuwal 1984). Mannan's (1980)

report of flickers using hard and soft snags and hairy

woodpeckers using only hard snags is similar to use

observed in this study. While an overwhelming preference

for hard snags is apparent, soft snags still accounted for

over 50% of the nest sites in this study. Other

vertebrates may also utilize or prefer soft snags.

Retaining a mixture of snag condition with mostly hard

types is suggested.

Multiple Species Use of Snags

Researchers imply that reuse of snags for nesting
occurs in subsequent years (Kilham 1971, Mannan 1977,

Thomas et al. 1979). However, no other multi-year censuses

have indicated the significant degree of reuse observed in

this study. Two factors may account for this high level of

reuse. The house wren, which accounted for 68% of snag

reuse activity, is a bird of early seral stages and was not

observed often in these other studies involving chiefly

mature habitats. The more often studied primary excavating
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species (capable of creating new cavities) did not reuse

the same cavity for nesting in subsequent years. It is

also possible that clearcut logging has reduced snag

numbers and heights, or retained inappropriate snags,

resulting in an inadequate number of suitable nest sites

for secondary cavity-nesting species. The extremely high

use of newly created cavities (7 of 9 in this study)

provides some evidence for this, as does the higher

correlation of secondary cavity-nesting bird density with

snags with cavities than with total number of snags. The

extremely high reuse of hard snags suggests the need for

stressing hard snag retention.

A number of reused nest sites (including natural

cavities) exhibited less than optimum nesting conditions,

suggesting that individual bird behavior may override snag

characteristics as a factor in nest site selection.

Species Specific Snag Description

The wide range of snag size and conditions used as

nest sites by most cavity-nesting bird species indicates

the need to manage for a mixture of snag types. Virtually

all cavity-nesting bird species preferred taller snags,

suggesting the need to emphasize retention of taller snags.

The violet-green swallow may be especially dependent on

tall snags. The single nest sites located for the American
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kestrel and yellow-bellied sapsucker suggests these species

may also use large diameter and tall snags.

The characteristics of snags may determine the

number of snags needed to provide an adequate selection of

nest sites for cavity-nesting birds. Snags less than 3.4iii

accounted for 26% of all snags but only 2% of nest sites.

Obviously even high numbers of such snags are of low value

to cavity-nesting birds. While 1 of 6 hard snags was used

as a nest site, only 1 of 13 soft snags was so used. By

selecting snags with increased likelihood of subsequent

use, the number of snags required for retention may be

reduced. Time and effort should be spent in the selection

for retention and protection of snags with the desired

characteristics.

Management Implications

The noted preference for hard snags by cavity-

nesting birds suggests the need to provide snags of this

condition throughout the rotation period of a site. At the

time of commercial thinning (-35 years) trees of suitable

diameter could have tops blasted or could be inoculated

with heart rot and left standing, to produce hard snags.

Newly created snags will not be suitable as nest

sites for a minimum of 5 years. Therefore, both new and

existing snags must be provided.
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While clumps of snags can receive high nesting use

by a variety of species, large areas without snags may

result in lower overall populations of cavity-nesting

birds. Providing snags over as much of an area as possible

would allow for higher nesting populations of cavity-

nesting birds.

A mix of snag sizes and condition is recoittmended, as

wide ranges of snag diameter and height used as nest sites

existed for all species. Cavity-nesting birds preferring

more mature seral stages and nocturnal cavity-nesting

birds, as well as a large number of mammalian species may

have different snag preferences. However, for cavity-

nesting birds nesting on clearcuts, most snags should be at

least 6.4m tall and over 38cm diameter, with more in the

hard than soft condition.

A lateral yarding capability, reducing the number of

hauling corridors may be required to allow a large number

of snags to survive the yarding operation.

A number of snags received severe lower bole burn

indentations from broadcast burns applied to sites to burn

slash. Many of these snags were otherwise sound, flow can

be expected to fall in a shorter time. Individual snags of

high quality can be protected from fire by removing slash

and spraying fire retardant around the base of the snags

prior to slash burning.



As the snags in this study would have been

considered cull material, the economic trade of f in

retaining these snags is minimal.
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CONCLUS IONS

The retention of snags on clearcuts in central

coastal Oregon is positively related to use and nesting by

cavity-nesting bird populations. Significant increases in

cavity-nesting bird species richness and density were

associated with increases in snag density. Six cavity-

nesting bird species (northern flicker, hairy woodpecker,

violet-green swallow, tree swallow, house wren, and western

bluebird) were commonly observed and could be expected to

breed successfully on clearcuts possessing suitable numbers

of snags. The house wren and western bluebird are

considered rare in mature habitats, but are natural

components of early seral stages, if nest sites (snags) are

available.

Certain characteristics of snags increased their

likelihood of being utilized as nest sites. Harder snags

were preferred by all species except the violet-green

swallow. Snags taller than 6.4in were favored. Snag

diameters larger than 25cm were used as nest sites but

those between 78-102cm were somewhat preferred. Because

large diameter snags stand longer, retention of the larger

diameter classes as nest sites should be emphasized.
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If enough snags of the proper characteristics are

provided, cavity-nesting birds can account for over 30% of

total bird richness and density on young clearcuts in

central coastal Oregon. Few other management practices

could have such a positive effect on the bird community.
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